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10TH YEAR 

PART 1.          LISTENING  

You are going to hear a short radio programme about a cultural event. Are the statements true (T), false (F) or is 
there no information (N1)? 
 
1 The Multicultural Festival is the town's main attraction. 
2 University students came up with the idea of the festival because they felt enriched by contact with foreign 

students. 
3 Steve mentions an event at which participants will be able to learn to make traditional costumes. 
4 There will be a lecture on multiculturalism in England during the festival. 
5 The festival is partly financed by the local government. 
6 Steve asks people to contact him with ideas because he's worried there won't be enough events. 
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PART 2.          READING  

              There are five sentences missing from the following text. Read the text and complete gaps 1-5 with 
sentences A-F. There is one extra sentence that you do not need. 

 
        T h e  3000-kilometre US-Mexico border is the most frequently crossed international land border in the 

world, with a b o u t  250 million crossings a year, some of them legal, some not. Every year approximately a 
million MEXICANS seek to improve their fortunes by migrating illegally to the USA - and every year several 
hundred lose their lives in the attempt.          1__________         People smugglers, known as “coyotes”, demand high 
fees and then abandon the migrants in the wilderness at the first sign of danger. In some cases, being found 
and arrested by the US Border Patrol may be a blessing.  

 
           Recently, the US government have come up with an innovative weapon against illegal migration: 

poignant ballads with Spanish lyrics, describing the dangers of trying to cross the border.          2__________          

They belong to the traditional and highly popular Mexican genre of ‘corridos’, narrative ballads whose 
lyrics may be love stories or legends of famous heroes and criminals. The ‘migracorridos’ tell tragic tales of 
immigrants meeting with abuse and death on the dangerous journey. The message: it’s not worth it. 

 
      In one of the ballads, a singer called Abelardo sets out to cross the border with his cousin Rafael. 

They manage to reach US territory, but are lost in the desert without water.          3__________          Later Abelardo 
wakes up to find his cousin dead by his side. In another song, a group of friends are abandoned by a human 
trafficker, locked inside the trailer in which they were being transported, where they slowly suffocate to 
death. 

 
The US Border Patrol commissioned the migracorridos CD from a Hispanic advertising agency based in 

Washington.          4__________          The ballads appear to be popular, with listeners phoning in to ask for more and 
wishing to find out about the singers. 

 
          5__________           The decrease could be due to a number of factors, such as more patrols, better technology and 

fewer people trying to cross the border as a result of the economic crisis in the USA. It is too early to 
estimate the impact of the migracorridos. However, the creators of the campaign believe that if they’ve 
managed to get at least some people to think twice before throwing themselves into the deadly risk, that’s 
already a success. 

 
A. A CD of such songs has been distributed free to radio stations in northern Mexico.  
B. Because of the length of the border and the  inhospitable nature of the terrain, illegal migration is 

extremely difficult to stop. 
C. Official statistics show a drop in both arrests and deaths on the US-Mexican border in 2008. 



D. Some die of thirst and exhaustion in the desert, some drown in the Rio Grande or are killed in car accidents. 
E. After many hours of futile wandering, they lie down to rest. 
F. This fact has not been publicised, and sometimes  radio DJs who play the songs are not aware of their 

origin.  
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PART 3.          USE OF ENGLISH 

FILTHY HANDBAGS 

                    Have you ever seen a woman in a restaurant go to the bathroom, then come back and put her 
handbag on the tablecloth beside her? Most probably, that handbag has been on the toilet floor seconds 
before. It’s not only insufficiently fresh food that can 1 __________ you ill after a restaurant visit. 

 

                Most women carry their handbags everywhere. During an average day, a bag will have been in the 

office, in a supermarket trolley, on car or bus floors, and in several public toilets. Yet after coming home, many 

women will place their bag on the kitchen table or counter where food2 ___________. You might as well take off 

your shoes and put them on the table! 

 

              A number of women’s handbags were recently tested for germs at Nelson Laboratories in Salt Lake City. A 

variety of bacteria were found, 3 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  could cause dangerous infectious diseases. 

 

               Not all handbags were the same. Leather and plastic bags4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  to be cleaner than those made 

of cloth. Also, people with children seem to have dirtier bags than others. 

 

               So what should you do to avoid5 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  a dangerous disease from your bag? In6 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

public toilet, always hang your bag on a hook, or, if there isn’t one, on the door handle. Never put it on tables 

where food is prepared or eaten. Wash a cloth handbag in the washing machine, and clean a leather one with a 

mild detergent. 

 

1 A cause  

   B make  

   C get  

   D have 

 

2 A prepares  

   B prepare  

   C is prepared  

   D has been prepared 

 

3 A that 

   B many of whom  

   C some of them  

   D some of which 

 

4 A used  

   B tended  

   C were  

   D had 

 

5 A catching  

   B acquiring  

   C contriving  

   D obtaining 

 

 



6 A a 

B the  

C some  

D all 
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PART 4.          GRAMMAR. TENSES  

Complete the sentences with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.  

 

1. Tom __________ (learn) to play the trumpet since he was six. 

2. This time next week I expect I __________ (sunbathe) on the beach in Majorca. 

3. The novice driver admitted that he __________ (hit) into the other car while reversing.  

4. I’ll wait here until the rehearsal __________ (finish). 

5. I’m afraid it’s too late. By the time we get there, the film __________ (start).  

6. He looks at me as though he __________ (know) me, but I’ve never seen him before. 

7. I had a nightmare yesterday – I _________ (chase) by a pack of hungry wolves.  
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PART 5.          LINKING WORDS  

Match sentence beginnings 1-6 to endings a-f. Use the FOLLOWING linking words. 

IN CASE            DESPITE            SO THAT            ALTHOUGH           SINCE            DUE TO 

1 The lecture was a it's quite dark. 
postponed  

2 1 need to get b it rains. 

a password 
 

3 Take a raincoat c I've been invited. 

with you 
 

04 The visibility is d the illness of the 

quite good speaker. 
5 Small firms are e the recession. 

thriving 
 

 

6 I’ll probably go to f I can access the online 
Tom's party periodical databases. 
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